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Watch the Latest Episode of Professor Speaks!

Healthcare Trends Have No Roadblocks
The fate of the American Health Care Bill (AHCA) is in flux, though there are three immutable trends in the US healthcare system that won’t
change. The first trend is demographic: The US population is continuing to age. Second, technology has become a pervasive element across
the health care system, with a major impact on diagnosis, treatment and communications. Third, discoveries in the life sciences that enhance
the quality and extend the length of life will continue to flow from research laboratories.
As a result, businesses that help patients to understand, access and use the healthcare system; that allow older patients to receive high
quality care while remaining in place; and that expand the capabilities and reach of electronic health records and digital health applications
will benefit. Regardless of how the Health Care Bill evolves, tremendous opportunities will remain in these areas for consumers, medical
providers, healthcare payers, and investors to shape and improve the health care system.
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Commentary: The expansion of portable digital health tools along with electronic health records, has facilitated smoother transitions of care,
easier access to patient files, and a reduction of paper trails. Along with moving into the digital era, it will be easier to see trends and track
certain disease states, which can adjust certain screening guidelines and potential treatments. Providing easy electronic access to health
records and tracking milestones in health, can lead to a reduction in healthcare costs and a better understanding of the roadmap of burdening
disease states. Particularly with an aging population at hand. Improving outcomes and compliance can be two areas of benefit for the
expansion of technology in health.

Analytics at Work: A Real World Example

AWP? ASP? AMP?... HELP!
Problem: A client requested help with converting Average Wholesale Price (AWP) discounts to ASP, WAC, NADAC, AMP and other bases of
cost. The client was a provider who was receiving contracts from Health Plans, but did not know how to convert and verify the terms of the
agreements for payment for Specialty Medication Pricing. For example, the Plan wanted to pay at ASP +20%, but the provider wanted to know
what that meant in AWPDiscount as had been previously paid.
Solution: Pro Pharma developed the conceptual framework and Pro Data Analytics provided the methodology. An algorithm developed the
conversion calculations and produced the results in tables that the provider could use for each Specialty Medication that was contracted. The
provider was supplied fixed conversions from AWPtoASP and other bases of cost. The tables also included variable discounts so that the
provider could calculate alternatives as the Plan offered alternatives.

Outcome: The provider achieved its ultimate goal of ensuring that contracted discounts resulted in the required profit margins. The provider
also had a negotiation tool that allowed them to calculate costs vs. profits on various contracted discounts.

Learn More

Using Technology for
Proactive Health

Communication Increases
Compliance to Medical Tests

A machinelearning algorithm has been developed which has
the capability to identify hospitalized patients at risk for severe
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systemic response to infection, which can be lifethreatening in
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its advanced stages of severe sepsis and septic shock, if left
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US Preventive Services Task Force evaluated the effectiveness
of interactive telephone calls vs automated short message
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significantly higher FIT pickup and return rates compared with
the SMS group, and both the SMS and telephone group had

Commentary: Like with most algorithms, a particular trend

higher return rates than the control group.

needs to be identified to either provide clinical suggestions or
steps to treatment. With certain giveaways, machines can predict
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early. There has been a shift of focus from reactive to proactive
medicine, but this will be in the hands of the clinicians as

Commentary: Starting at the age of 50, all adults are

opposed to the general population, allowing for greater success

encouraged to obtain a colonoscopy to be screened for

rate and prevention rates for atrisk individuals. Using predictive

colorectal cancer. But there are two barriers, knowledge and

modeling for sepsis is a step forward to opportunities with other

attendance. Most individuals are not aware that they are due for
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a FIT CRC screening, which is a separate issue, but once they
are given an appointment, attending that appointment or
following up for results has proven to be dismal.
CRC is the 3rd most diagnosed cancer and the 2nd deadliest
cancer in the US, and deaths can be easily avoided with early
screenings. Compliance is a major issue in healthcare, with less
than 50% of patients taking their medications on time or
completing necessary labs, the results from this study are
expanding the role of technology in healthcare. Calls and text
messages should be extrapolated to other disease states and
other aspects of healthcare, such as appointment reminders, lab
results, and much more. Implementing these tools can begin
help pave the way of proactive healthcare versus our current
reactive society. With this said, there still is not one method that
will guarantee 100% compliance, but increasing it from current
methods is a step in the right direction.

